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A TOM TO ADA1v1 

Melvin Calvin and G. J. Calvin 

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Univ~:)rsity of California, Berkeley, CaJifornia 

ABSTRACT 

An answer to the question· of how the molecules which constitute today's 

living organisms may have arisen on a prebiotic earth is being sought withi.n 

the context of moern experimental science. 

We begin with the primitive atmosphere as it is presently conceived by 

a consensus of astronomers and geo,chemists. namelyt a reducing one; and 

introduce variou; forms of energy into this system to determine the nature 
! ( ' 

of the molecular changes whuch might occur and which do occur. Experimental 

demonstration shows that the atoms which constitute the primitive atmosphere 

are of such chemicai character that they give rise to molecules of biological 

interest almost immediately under these conditions. Autocatalytic mechanisms, 

beginning with the crude catalytic properties· o:f the mineral surface of the 

earth, then select among these molecules certain classes as favored. 

The basic problem of the generation of macromolecules of two general types 

ls discussed. The first, resulting from carbon .. carbon linkage, comes via vinyl 

polymerization. The second, resulting from dehydration condensation~ has been 

more difficult to demonstrate experimentally as possible in an a.queous medium. 

However, certain dehydrating agents are no'w being discovered which show signs 

of functioning specifically in the aqueous milieu to give rise to th~ protein, nu-

cleic acid and carbohydrate types of polymers, 
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Then the question of a higher degree of order. leading ultimately to 

·:.;rt!sible structure resulting from the construction of macromolecules, is 
-.. ~ ' 

:i:i'fs.cussed. It is shown that a sequence of thermodynamically controlled 
.. 

''Lprocesses may be expected to give rise to secondary, tertiary and even • 

quaternary structure in ituch systems, the last eventually reaching the range 

visible under suitable microscopic conditions. The question of membrane 

formation ~nd boundary enclosures is still moot. 

Howeyer.,, the evolution of macromolecules, according to the present laws 

of molecular evol~tion, are now visible to ua. These can be seen to lead to 

the kind of organization we now recognize as living, and new chemistry is 

daily derived via the attempt to undet'sta.nd the reproduce such systems. 
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ATOM TO ADAM 

Melvin Calvin and G. J. Calvin 

INTRODUCTION 

The course of the social history of man from the time he became capable 

of recording his prog-ress is popularly considered the only "recorded" history. 

This "day" in the history of mankind is so brief in relation to all history. and 

has been so exaggerated in importance as to obscure the long course of evolu-

/ 
tionary development preceding this period. Because man has emphasized his 

own personal history. much as an individual views the importance of his own 

brief years in relation to recorded hlstory, the natural laws -- which govern 

the develbpment of man and the countless life forms which exist with him ..... 

are frequently isolated from those laws which govern other matter in the 

universe. 

It is difficult to consider living things as a far product on the long con-

tinuum from organic element to Einst'ein. However, as we learn even more 

details of the composition of living things, the couree becomes clear. and 

the experimental evidence more corroborative, that the entities known as "liv-

ing" follow the simple molecular laws of chemistry and physics, just as do the 

chemicals on the shelf. It becomes clear. too, that atoms can be combined 

into molecules and macromolecules in test tubes today in much the same way as 

was possible under the conditions when the earth was new. 

The expanded knowledge about the atomic and molecular constituents of 

which living things are made, together with an increased understanding of the 

way ~olecules interact with each other, i.e., communicate with each other, 

so as to produce what we now recognize as living organisms, has had 
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two very interesting results. The first has been to sthnulate scientists to 

create hypothetical schemes leading from the primeval nonliving earth to 
'·• 

h 
., .. :-.. ' d 1 - 1 0 

t e pre:s·ent a y The second has been to induce s.cientists to devise ex-

pei;'i~~ntal ways to test some of these schemes in points at which they rnight 

be 'apie::p.able to experimental labo:atory tests. A ce:ttain degree of success in a 

variety of these laboratory experiments has 9 in turn, modified the original 

theories and has even led to new experiments in both chemistry and biology. 

TERRESTRIAL C!1EMICAL EVOL.:UTION 

Conjecture as to the origin of life on the earth muElt involve knowh!dge of 

fhe behavior of molecules in the pre biotic period as well a$ a do tailed and in~ 

timate ~nderstanding of the com~osit~on and function of living matter. The 
' ' . -~ 

i 

complexity of the problem is b'oth sirhplified and exaggera~ed by contempla-

tion of the quantities which dhti*guish nonbiotic systems from those we 

call "alive". There. is a high l~l of disagreement aniong scientists who try 

to define the minimum requirements for living systems. This fact is in itself 

significant for it demonstrates that the borderline between the living and the 

noruiving is a difficult thing to recognize. There is no problem in distinguiSh-

ing the living from the nonliving at the extremes of the scale• there is diffi-

culty only at the borderline. 

At this borderlinea living systetn has no sharply defined characteristic. 

easily distinguishing it from a nonliving system. Rather. a living system is 

a molecular aggregate possessing ~ 
I 
seq~ence of properties which make it 

i ~- .. 
. I 

indisputably recognizable as "livin~'' at one end of the scale and as "nonliving" 

at the other end of the scale. But somewhere in between the nature of these 
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properties is such that there are those who will say that the system is 

11alive 11 and those who will say it is not. 

Of these various properties, I am going to choose two which I think 

everyone will accept as necessary, although perhaps not sufficient, attri-

butes of a molecular system in order for it to be called "alive." These two 

properties are ( 1) the ability of such a molecular aggregate to transfer and 

transform energy in a directed way and (2) its ability to remember how to do 

this, once having learned it, and to transfer. or communicate, that information 

to another system like itself which it can construct. The two are, restated: 

( 1) The transfer and tt·ansformation of enerGY and ( 2) the transformation and 

communication of information. In a sense the second -- that is, information 

transfer -- may be thought of as including the energy transfer problem as 

well, but I like to think of them as separate problems. 

Molecular Construction 

There seems to be a fairly general agreement that the primitive earth is 

approximately 4. 7 billion years old a~d that it was originally surrounded by 

an atmosphere which was composed primarily of reducing material, that is, 

the atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen in their fully reduced. or 

hydrogenated state. This corresponds to the reJa:ive cosmic abundance of the 

very same elements ·- hydrogen being the most abundant ( '>99% exclusive of 

h . lOa 
the rare gases helium and neon) oxygen the next, etc. Thus the atmosphere 

of the primitive earth is envisioned as containing mostly the atoms of hydrogen, 

carbon, nitrogen and oxygen combined only wi.th the overwhelmingly dorninant 

hydrogen giving molecular hydrogen, methane, ammonia and water. 
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What kinds of compounds can we make from these primordial molecules? 

Ultima"tt;J,l;y we will recognize these molecules to be the main metabolic mater-.. _. .. 
: ·t· . : -~ ·. 

ials whi~~now are the so>.trces of energy and stru~t4re in living organisms, 

but, most Hi\:}j"t.irtantly, we have to make the chief 8Pmponents of living organisms 

which .are th~~~ polymers which we recognize asesse~tial, namely> the proteins 

(derived from amino acids), the nucleic .acids (composed of a heterocyclic base, 

a su.:gar and a phosphate) and the polyme.ric; subs tan~~~ l<nowll as pplysaccharides, 
. . 

cellulose, starch, etc. (composed of simple sugar,;; made of carbon;, hydrogen 

and oxygen with relative! y small amounts of nitroge1~ ~nd a few other elements). 

(Fig. 1) We have tried to devise ways and means of m,aking the monomeric 

materials of which these polymers are constructed and then of finding ways 

of evolving the polymers themselves l?y nPnl:?!olo~ical routes •' It is at this 

level that we can inject experimental p~stn~v~tion, and thiS has been done not 

only in our laboratory but elsewhere as well. 

We thus have to accomplish two stag~ a of ~h.emical evolution, L e., ( 1 i we 

have to transform the primeval molecules made of carbont oxygen and nitrogen, 

attached to hydrogen, into the small primitive molecules which are the mono-

mere from which {2}. the polymers are eventually evolved. 

The time scale which is available to perform these transfonnations is 

given in F'ig. 2. The £ormation of the present earth took place somewhere 

around 4. 7 billion years ago. Overlapping with this period begins the period 

of chemical evolution which covers almost the entire time scale. The 

earliest known generally accepted fossils are less than one billion years 
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ATOM MOLECULE POLYMER 

Hydrogen Acid > Lipid 

Carbon Sugar ;... Cellulose, Starch ,etc. 

=>-Oxygen Base (Nucleic Acid 

Nitrogen Amino Acid~ IProtein I 
MU-22813 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation in chemical terms of the set of 
formations which have to be accomplished from the atoms to 
produce the structure of the cell. 
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old. However, it has been reported that there is organic matter ~~formed 

elements and even recognizable structures -- in formations about 2 billion 

years old in the Gunflint chert of N0 rthern Michigan. 11 This chert is a car-

bonaceous formation in which one can, in section, see formed elements which 
'V 

appear to be primitive blue-green algae. The (2Jarlil~st known fosails in an 

unequivocal sense appeared in the Cambrian p~dod ,, 1

1but 1 believe that the 

primitive blue-green algae formations in the P:recarn~:rian material from 

Michigan might push the dating of the early fo:ilsils ba~k about another billion 

years. The .ref ore. the period of chemical evolution is probably shorter than 

it appears in Fig. 2, but organic evolution as it is comlnonly defined must have 

begun approximately 2 billion years ago. The moment that living o:rganisrns 

appear, the processes which we describe as nonliving ,:Jr chemical (evolution) 

may have had a rather sharp decline because the living material would rapid• 

ly absorb and convert the primitive molecules and the relatively slow .non-

biological chemical change would be cut off. 

I 

You will notice h·om Fig. 2 that the evolution of mammah is relatively 

recent, and the evolution of man hirnaelf by the pro~:eS~3 of random niuta.tiO!l 

and selec'tion occupies an even still shorter period of tht~ time f.lcale. What I 

have called "Social Evolution" is so small that it can't be repn:;r>ented on this 

time scale; in fact, it is a matter of only a few thousand years. One might say a 

new kind of social evolution has only just begun in the last century or hvo, since 

motn has had in his own hands the ability to manipulate a livin;;; c;rganisrn in a 

directed way. 
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Fig. 2. Time scale for total evolu.tion. 
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We will concentrate on the period of chemical evolution and the border~ 

line period of biological evolution, during which living cells first appeared. 

Photosynthesis must also have begun at this timel2 and as soon as this 

phenomenon appeared, the whole scheme of animal evolution and plant evolu

tion as we now see it in the fossil record bega11 and really "exploded'' at an 

enormous rate. · 

I am not going to be conce :rned too :much with this intermediate region of 

organic evolution except to describe its principles of direction which were 

determined (and still are) by the .principles of chemical evolution which gave 

rise to the living :organisms in the fiwst place. 

Fig. 3 depicts the primeval (methane, ammonia, hydrogen and water) and 

primitive organic molecules with which chemical evolution began. The energy 

sources that were used in the transformation were any of several: Ultraviolet 

light from the sun, cosmic radiation. radioactive minerals on the surface of 

the earth, and the streaming of the atmosphere due to thermal convecUon 

giving rise to the generation of electrostatic poterltials and electric discharges. 

These various sources of energy induced the fracturing of the carbon-hydrogen~ 

hydrogen•oxygen, hydrogen-nitl"ogen and hydrosen .. hydrogen bonds in the 

primeval atmosphere to give high energy ~ntermedia.tefill•which were then re

combined to intermediately stable forms shown in the second row of Fig. 3. 

In the last dozen or so years this kind of e~olution ha15 been demonstrated 

in the laboratory, ln our first experiments in 1950 lUing ioniZing radiation 

from an accelerator, we showed the conversion of carbon dioXide in water 

and hydrogen to produce formic acid, formaldehyde, etc. 13 Within a CO\lpJe 
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H 
I 

H 
I 
N:...H 

H I 
H 

Hydrogen Ammonia 

Hydrocyanic Formic acid 
acid 

Formaldehyde Glycolaldehyde Acetic acid 

R ~ 
HO-C-CH2-CH2-C-OH 

Succinic acid Glycine Alanine 

- 0· 0 
ll II 

HO-li~CH2-CH-C-OH 
I 

NH2 
Aspartic acid 

MU-16089-A 

Fig. 3. Primeval and primitive organic molecules. 
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of years after that, Stanley Miller used methane and ammonia in. the reaction 

mixture with the resulting appearance of amino acids -- glycine. alanine. 

aspartic acid. 14 This started the search for all of the primitive monomeric 

molecules which are the constituents of the three polymers so essential for 

the construction of living organisms. ls 

In general these processes of energy transformation of the primeval to 

primitive molecules took place in a random way. The same forces which dis

rupt the primeval molecules can also disrupt the primitive monomeric molecd.es 

as well. One must therefore seek au toea tal ytic processes which would select 

among the various possible recombinations and which would £av1:>r one or 

another of these primitive molecules .16 By adding mineral catalysts 9 for 

examplet. iron, zinc, etc. (which may give rise to more complex substances) to 

such reaction mixturest porphyrins show up quite early in the evolutionary 

scheme and, in turn. the'se are catalytic for their own formation, thus 

giving rise to a molecular selection in the course of chemical evolution. 

It is possible to produce from the primeval atmosphere a collection of 

primitive monomeric molecules in solution. It has recently been shown that 

HCN is formed in this way, 17 and the pentamer of HCNt adenine, as well, even 

in this dilute solution. 18 From adenine (a nucleic acid constituent) it is possible 

to make other heterocyclic bases which are necessary for the construction of 

the nucleic acids. Not only adenine but sugars are also formed from the formal

dehyde which comes directly from carbon dioxide, or from methane, hydrogen 

and water. Thus in this mixture there is already present the base and the sugar. 
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in the last several months, Ponnampe ruma has obtained adenosine upon 

ultravi~l~·_t irradiation of a dilute solution of ribosel9 (the five-carbon·suGar . ' - ,., 

whiehis required for the formation of riboside). If thi$ adenosine is ir:-adiated 

with ultraviolet light absorbed by the adenine in an aqueous solution of pyl·o;?hos

phate, adenylic acid is obtained and even ATP.as well. ZO This demonstrates -

·that not only can .building blocks of today' s organisrrl s be generated by abiogenic 

processes, but the basic"energy currency" used by all organisms can be formed 

in a similar abiogenic conversion of the prime energy sources, ionizing energy 

and light. 

Polxmerization 

Thus the whole sequence of events from methane to the mononucleotide 

has now been carried out by the random supply of energy of the right kind to 

the primeval molecules. We can make the monomere1 which are the require .. 

ments for the polynucleotides. Is it possible to construct, under shnlla1· 

circumEJtances, the polymers which are required both for structure and for 

infonnation storage and transfer? The ·nucleotide h still not a polymer _ .. 

I 

it is only the monomeric unit w~ich ultimately has to combine Vf_ith another 

one through phosphate linkages.' In order to get the polymer h·om, for example, 

adenylic acid, h will be necessary to do another condensation reaction between, 
; 

the phosphoric acid group of one molecule and one of the alcohols on another 

adenylic acid molecule; thus a bifunctional unit is maintained whiCh can be 

used in further condensation leading eventually to the useful polymer. 

In the case of the amino acids we also have a bifunctional form (the car-

boxyl at one end of the chain and the amino group at the other), and there are 

.a variety of R groups, depending on the molecules with which one sta·rts. 
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These bifunctional molecules can then be combined into a polymeric form by a 

dehydration reaction. Fig. 4 shows the nature of the dehydration reaction 

of t};le precursors which lead to the proteins, polysaccharid~s and nucleic 

acids, the biopolymers. 

The question now is: What kind of dehydrating agent( a) is (are) necess-

ary to bring this sequence o£ events about in a nonbiological system in a dilute 

water solution? This kind o£ thing was recently done in the laboratory by using 

HCN itself as a dehydrating agent~ HCN is an anhydride of formamide and 

it may behave as a specific dehydrating agent. even in dilute aqueous solution. 

By heating amino adds in solutions of HC.N, one is able to obtain not only 

2.1 . 
adenine but polymers of the amino acids as well. Fig. ' shows a possible 

mechanism by which HCN might function as a specific deh·.fdrating agent. 

The analogy of this reaction to the established synthetic reaction using 

carbodiimide is apparent. 2.2 The possible more or less specific dehydration 

condensation function of the wide variety of phosphoric anhydride derivatives 

has long been under exploration, 22. and their more :recent23, 24, 20 application 

in aqueous solutions is even more promising. 

There are also other means of obtaining polypeptides, polyphosphates, 

esters. etc., for example, in a non%lueous medium such as one might get in 
. . A . 

tidal pools by evaporation and concentration. 
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Fig. 4. Dehydration reactions leading to biopolymers. 
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GENJj~RATION OF ORDER AND NEW INFORMATtON 

If it is acceptftd that we can cor.:~.struct polypeptides, polynucleotides and 

polysaccharides by nonbiological methods, this ia its·elf iel a major step toward 

the structured features which are required for •orgaril:?.ed energy conversion 

at1d information transfer. ·In the primary structure of these polymers is con-

tained the necessary dements for energy and informatioi1 transfer. Evidence 

is accumulating that the secondary, tertiary and even quaternary structure 

of proteins and nucleic acids are thermodynamically stable forms of a parti-

cular primary structure. I would like to make some experimental points 

which will help demonstrate that :such structural inforrnation which is re .. 

quired for both efficient energy conversion and for information transfer 

are contained ultimately in the n~onomeric sequences that one finds in either 

of these two principal types of polymers, namely, nm:leic acids and the 

proteins. 

Prote.in Structure and Function 

• ' I 

From amino acids. one can make a polypeptide of some particular amino 
I 

acid sequence, and this polypeptide will' assume a definite structural arrange-

I 
ment which is not random in solution. The structure assumed depends upon 

the various atoms of which it is co~structed, particularly on the amide car-

' bonyl and the amide NH group, and iupon an interaction between the R groups 
! 

themselves. These latter may be dny o~ a variety of types; hydrophobic bonds, 

van der Waals' interactions, electrbstatic interactions, hydrogen bonds, etc. 

.. 

.. 
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For our purposes it is enough to know that there are forces which hold the 

polypeptides in definite conformations, such as shown in Fig. 6. The poly

peptide contains within it, just from the sequence of bond!, the necessary 

structural information to give rise to the well known alpha helix. This alpha 

helix of the protein is a macrostructure of a higher ·degree of order than that 

defining the amino add sequence alone, The helix is a secondary structure of 

the protein which is spontaneously taken up by the primary structure. The 

information on how to do this is ~ontained in the primary structure (polypeptide) 

itself. 

Evidence for this is abundant. For example, it is possible to destroy the 

secondary structure and then see if it will reform. This phenomenon is demon

strated in Fig. 1, which shows it for polyglutamic add. At pH 8 the gamma-

. carboxyl groups on the end of each glutamate are ionized to produce negative 

charges which repe::ll each other strongly enough to destroy the alpha helix 

structure. This is manifested in the form of the optical absorp.tion of 

the amide linkage. When the amide linkages are randomly oriented with 

respect to each other (random coil at pH 8) there is a higher optical absorp• 

tion. At pH 4. 9i when the carboxyl groups are not ionized, the alpha helix 

is reformed and there is a new optical transition in the ordered array of 

the amide linkages. The effect is reversible. ZS Thi.s demonstrates that the 

secondary structure of the polymer is already contained 

amino acid sequence. 

in the primary 

Much more than the limited information required for the secondary struc-

ture is contained ih the primary amino acid sequence. The socalled tertiary 

structure is contained as well. The tertiary structure may be considered as 
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Fig. 6. Protein structure. 
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Fig. 7. Absorption spectrum of polyglutamic acid in both 
helical and rando"I'Y\ rnil fn,.rn~. 
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the foldir7g of the alpha helix coil on itself in some special way. In general, 

the way in which tertiary structures are arranged with respect to each other 

could be called quaternary structure. The definition of this fourth level of 

order is at present under lively discussion by chem.ists, physicists and 

' 26 biologists. 

The evidence fo~the fact that the tertiary .atruc~ute is contained in the 

primary amino acid sequence is just coming to hand. (It appears to have 

existed for some time, but not recognized as such.) The primary form of 

that evidence fs the reversible denaturatidn of enz.ymefii. Enzymes in 

general are proteins which not only requir~ a particular amino add se .. 

quence and a helical struct\Z but need helical section111 sb:ucturall y related 

in space to each other in the proper way. For example; it is not uncommon to· 

have the functional groupe ~f an ~nzyme consist ·of an hnidazole group of a. 

histidine residue and a hydroxyi group of a serine retsidue and they may be 

in different parte o£ the protein chain. In t}l.e active form of the enzyme thev 

. function together, ·side by side, ~n the ~am:e substrate. Since we know the 

·primary sequence, we therefore know t.,_at thereHcal part must have tertiary 

structure which brings the histidine and .;erine residues together so that the 

two groups can function cooperatively, tor example, in the hydrolysis o£ an 

ester. Thus we know that there is tertiary folding. 

Recently it has been demonst:ta:ted in a number .of cases that one can in• 

aeth.rate an enzyme and show that tJ:~ie inactivation tnvol ves the destruction of the 

tertiary structure 9 or the quate:rn~y structtm in which subunits are packed 

together but not linked by primary valence. By suitably incubating the inactive 
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material, as much as 95o/o of the enzymatic activity canbe recovered. This means 

that the tertiary and.quaternary structures (depending upon what the enzyme is) 

26 
ha.e been reformed spontaneously. One can carry this denaturation clear 

down to the random coil level, that is, go all the way down to the primary struc-

ture, and can climb almost all the way back through the alpha helix into the 

tertiary folding and even into the quaternary aggregation. This last has in· 

.deed been achieved in the case of the enzyme aldolase. 26 

The whole purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate that the primary 

sequence of the R groups in a polypeptide contains all of the enzymatic in· 

formation -- enoughto construct a whole active functioning structure as a 

:thermodynamically stable form. 

Nucleic Acid Structure and Function 

( 
The same phenomenon which was discussed for the structured arrangement 

in the polypeptide holds true for the polynucleotide as well - .. having formed 

the linear array the helical structure follows from it. Fig. 8 shows the con .. 

struction o£ the polynucleotide itself. It is a Z•desoxyribose phosphate .. 3, 5· 

'polymerp and to each de~oxyribose sugar molecUle is attached one of the hetero-
, 

cyclic bases (thyminee cytosine, adenine and guapine) by !-glycoside amino 

·. linkage. Two of these desoxyribose phosphate chains are specifically paired 

·by a hydrogen .. bonded matching o£ the hete,rocycUc bases (thymine•adenine& 

eytosine ... guanine). The base pairs each form a flat plane aromatic system. and 

the two polyma- chains are held t6gether by the hydrogen bonds. If the chains 

are twisted. a helix h forrned as Shown in Fig. 9. The same sort of base 
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,..:.· 

Fig. 8. Molecular drawing of components of DNA. 
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' ' ' <::" sugar - T ... H ••. A - su~.9r 
P, . p~ 

C:: sugar - G ... H ... C- sugar 

P, 'p~ 
C: sugar -G ... H. ... C- su~ar 

P, - - p~ r- sugar A ... H ... T sugar 
"-p 'p 
r s~ar - C ... H ..• G - sugar:::::, 
~p ' 'p ' 

su9ar ~c ... H ... G -sugar~ 

" 
MU -22814-A 

Fig. 9. Base pairing for DNA replication and RNA template 
formation. 
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pairing f.lctnl~ to occur for the ribonucleic acids as well as for the deaoxyl'ibo-

nuc:l~.Sic acid. 

h rww tH':cnHJ clcur that one of the principal functions of this simple type of 

lirt(;at• pol :y.x~:~··(~r 'i$ the fJtOri';lj~,; and t·rant:~ftH' of inforrnadon which ia coded into 

tho bhNtl IJ~i;:it:i'i;'IICC in the !iu"al' ar:ray, Z7e 2.8, z9 

While ad1.1nhie o c ytoaine, gua.nire and uracil <u·e the principal bases in RNA, 

there aru t10rn0 half .. dozen niethylat~d basts a ·aa well which are present in 

traca a.mountlit and which undoubtedly :represent informational marks along 

tbe RNA chain. 'fhau.•e are probably a variety of rare special bases in the 

DNA zu well, but ¢his infonna.tion is only now beginning to appear. One can 

eeo that thtl occaaional p1·eaence of trace baae·s would give dse to much 

additional information in much a linear array. 

Hare th.a double holica.l structure is something which is the permanent 

an.d atable Corm determined solely by the base sequence. One can de.mon ... 

Qtrate thh inn iaehlon similar to that used for the polypeptide .... disorgan-

haUon with random coil' !orniation, and rocoilbg (helix formation) a& a 

illpontaneoudll process depending on the thennodynamics of the situation. F'ig. 10 

show& data for su-ch a demonstration in nucleic acid. Here at tho absorption 

0 . . . . 
maximum at Z600 A , the random coil has larger absorption than the helix. 

One can go back and forth between the two types, in this case by simply 

changing the temperature, Thh is one more bit of experimental evidence to 

1how that the structural. information required for energy transfer fn an order .. 

ed system 30 and fO'f !nforma.tlon storage and transfer from 01'10 system to 

anotb~ r hi contained in the l inoar structure of tho pol ym.e r. 
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The Next Level of Organization 

Finally 1 would like to ·say something about the next higher order of 
. ~~i;~_:·~-~ 

structure .r~~'.a/~~ing into the range of the visible -- structures that en actu
<~i-.~:~~t~!';~-

ally be see:#:¥itther by electron or optical microscopy. This structure also 

may be the ultimate resultant of the primary structure of the polymer. Fig. 

11 shows s~me collagen filaments. In the upper part of the figure they are 

separated into individual helices. If the proper type and amount of salt is 

added to a solution of these helices, they will aggregate and collagen fibrils 

appear which look exactly like the natural !COllagen fib:rils. The lower part 

of the figure showa some of the reconstituted fibrils. We are now getting 

into the visible re'gion of structure. 

Thus w·e have outlined a possible sequence of events to trave.rse the entire 

route from metharie 9 ammonia and water into visible biologi·cal structures. 

The point ts that the information required to butld visible biological structure 

may be contained in the electronic structure of the. constituent atoms and the 

resulting molecular structure .itself. 
31 . The possibility that some of the 

· visible organizations of macromolecules (such as the lamellae of chloroplasts) 

may themselvee be the templates (analogous to crystallization nuclei) for their 

own reproduction remains. There is some suggestion of the existence of such 

nonchromosomal information transfer not only in the fact that once lost from 

certain cens
32 

they do not returnp but in more subtle changes as well. 33 
\ 
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FILAMENTS OF COLLAGEN, a protein whi<h is usually found acid. This elertron mirrograph, whirh enlarges the filnm ent ; '"·000 
in long fibril s. were dispersed by placing them in dilute acetic times. was made by Jerome Gross of a he Harv:1rd Medind ~j · IJOo l. 

FIBRILS OF COLLAGEN form ed spontaneously out of filaments chloride was added to the dilute :wet it• add . Th<' ;c lon~ fihril ; ore 
SUfh as those shown a. I, ov e when I per cent of sodium identical in appear:~ n t·c , .. ith tho:se o f t·o lla gc n l ~t·forc dbp~r~ i o n . 

ZN-3215 

F ig. 11. Structure of collagen. 
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CHLOROPLAST WITH MITOCHONDRIA 
CHLAMYDOMONAS (SAGER) 

NEG.-STAINED MITOCHONDRIA 
(PARK and PACKER) 

LJCRL -1 1117 

QUANTA~ES FROM SPINACH 
(PARK and HEALEY) 

POLYSOMES MAKING HEMOGLOBIN 
(WARNER, RICH and HALL) 

ZN-4070 

F ig. 12. Electron micrograph showing the "fundamental particles" 
of biology: ribosomes, electron transport particles of the 
mitochondria, quantasomes of the chloroplasts and unit lipoprotein 
membrane. 
a. Chlamydomonas cells showing chloroplasts, mitochondria, 
ribosomes and membranes. 3 Sa 
b. Spinach chloroplasts showing quantasomes. 35b 
c. Negative-stained mitochondria. 35c 
d. Polysomes making hemoglobin. 35d 
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We will not discuss here the organization of these macromolecules (pro-

teins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates) into cellular units since experimental in-

·formation is lacking. We know that such units exist, and may even have a cer-

.. tain limited number of forms common to al~ living cells -- the "fundamental 

particles•• of biology. 34 Fig. 12 i-s·:. a.·· compos.i te ele_c:t:ron .. micrograph of 
. , . various origins 35· 

which purports to show four of these units: the ribosomes.~-· t,h.e -electron tz:ans-

port particles of the mitochondria (more recently called Oxysomes). the quanta-
··:.· .. 

somes of chloroplasts and the unit lipoprotein memqra~e so essential to the 

enclosure of the cell organelles as well as the cell itself. There is little 

information about the physics and chemistry of the organization of the macro .. 

molecules into closed 8 membrane bounded packages which we call cells. 36 

_,. 
A good bit of work is going on in surface chemistrw-•. particularly of surface 

active materials which tend to spread out on the surface of an aqueous layer 

f.n a two-dimensional ordered way. The gradual evolution of biologically 

active membrane structures from such materials can as yet only be imagined 

and remains to be experimentally demonetrated. 

INFORMATION TRANSFER 

We have now arrived at the stage of enclosing the energy transfer and 

information communication apparatus within a cell wall. The next problem is to 

_pass this structural and operational information from one cell,to another. Here 

we introduce two subdivisions of the information transfer process; ( l) the 

transcription of information from one cell to another, in which the language 

is sti.ll the same, i.e., simply passing knowledge from one place to another 

without' using itt and (Z) the translation of the instructions which may be con-

tained in the transcription into the construction of a new cell, i.e •• following 
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the instructions to create the machine which can manufacture a new set of 

instructions. In this last instance information may be transmitted from one 

cell to another coded in a linear sequence of ba:;es in a nucleic add (trans-

cription), and then that linear sequence of bases ia translated into a linear 

sequence of amino acids which gives rise to the :1tr1~cture of the cell itself. 

How is this translation accomplished? 

Fig. 13 shows the two kinds of linear arrays: the bases in the mlcleic 

acid· which contain the coded genetic informu'tton whic·,h is handed on fron• one 

cell.to another, and the proteins (used by the cell in structural and enzymatic 

functions) which require only the specification of a linear array of amino 

acids. 'The coded tranac ription is made by simply zipping up another set of 

. bases complementary to the first one,, following which two strips are sep;u• ... 
I 
' 

ated with cne going to the daughter c~ll for information tran~fer. The ~ransm 

{tar of one kind of lineal' array into the other is a m.uch more complex operation.t 

All· sorts of information-handling machinery exists in the cell for this pur•. 

pose, and the control appal."a.tu3 which d<';ltermines when to read, translate 

· •' .and .carry out a particular bit of t.he avaUable instructions is only pQw be· 

. coming slQwly known to us. In the last few:yeara it has become posstie to 

'begin ·the· compilation ,of the "dieUona.ryd for the :translation. How the actual 

'. translation is accomplished is more complex.' 

' . 
Fig. 14 summarizes s'ome eurll"ent thoughts of how the translating 

mechanism !~ctions. ln·tbe pare~t cell, DNA replication (transcription) 

takei place by ma~ching the baaes ~n one helix to produce another poly• 

nucleotide which h then transferred to the daughter cell. The upper left 
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hand corner depicts the new daughter cell containing the new DNA which is 

now ready to be translated into the formation of a whole orgarism. How is the 

linear array ot·ba:,ses translated into protein molecules which are both struc-

tural and enzymatic? F.rom the DNA a linear array of complementary bases can be 

made which are hooked together by ribose sugar molecules into an RNA mole-

culeD thus forming a complementary template to the DNA or some particular 

part of it. This t~mplate which is made in the cell nucleust and which presumm 

ably comes out of the nucleus in some unknown fashion8 ie called "messenger". 

(template) RNA. It is the material which reads the coded message off the 

ll.t1Clear translating and construction apparatus in the cell .cytoplasm,. enabling 

h to make the proper material. The messenger RNA rs a linear sequence of 

bases corresponding either to the whole or part (we believe it is part in the 

higher cells but it may be the whole nucleic acid in the simple viruses) of 

the genetic nucleic addo The "factory11 or"aseembly Une 11 h a combination 

. - 0 
of nucleoproteine which is in a small particle, about 200 A in sizeo the 

ribosome. 

1 

it is now quite dear that it is not possible to get the rate of construction 

that h necessary with only one ribosox_:ne working on a single messenger RNA. 

The situation now appears to be that the messenger RNA c:an have several 

. . . 37~38 
ribosomes rolling along it simultaneously. ·. The ribosomes contain 

various amounts of polypeptides~ ·and if the RNA messenger has information 

!or several proteins 9 presumabiy there are cer.tain punctuation marks along 

it which induce the detachment of the ribosome with its completed protein 
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molecule for release. The potein molecule, having come free, folds up into 

its secondary and tertiary structure. and takes up its function. The ribosome 

then goes back to pi~k up more messenger. 

Correspondingly at each one of these punctuation marks an entire syn-

thetic apparatus begini. Recently I have seen electron micrographs of 

polysomes, which are collections of seven or eight groups, which_ startjat 

26 39 different points alongthe messenger, ' each one of these points presumably 

being punctuated in some way, as yet unknown. Themes senger evidently is 

making many things simultaneously. 

How do the ribosome and messenger collaborate to make a polypeptide 

of a particular variety'? ·Here it is necessary to have a translation mechanism. 

Up to this point the DNA has only been transcribed into RNA; the translation 

must now be accomplished. Thermino a!= ids in Fig. 14 ( 5) come in from the 

.medium outside and they are transformed by enzymes,., Fig• 14 (6) into 

activated amino acids (7); the spec.ial enzymes which do this seem to form an 

i 
enzyme estert generally on the carboxyl group of the amino acid, which is 

then transferred to a specific small molecule of !what is called 11transfer" 

(or soluble, i.e., s .. RNA) RNA (8). This molec,ule has a very specialized 
i 

. I . . 
character; it is small, only about eighty bases lpng. Each ofthe s-RNA's 

has somewhere on it a three .. base sequence which corresponds to a specific 

amino acid. While the literature suggests that the transfer RNA which. is 

made up of some eighty bases is a hairpin .. like structure whose ends form a 

complementary double helix~ this has recently been called into que01tion. 26 

However, for the moment let us accept this hypothesis .. The s-RNA then 
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·contains three bases, presumably at the bend in the hairpin, which are not 

paired. These unpaired bases have been called the "codon" for a particular 

amino acid. The special enzyme (6) to activate the amino acid which is 

transferred to the specific s~RNA containing the specific codon also has 

amino acid specificity·. Several of the various transfer RNA's ha\e been 

isolated as pure substances -- alanine transfer RNA, serine transfe·r RNA, 

etc. .. - and work is rapidly progressing now toward the determination of the 

complete base sequence in the transfer RNA's. There may be two or 

three codons for one amino acid. but it is also clear that there are differ-

ences in the "handle" structure of the different transfer RNA's from differ .. 

ent organisms. l6 

This transfer RNA (8-RNA) is :really the translating mechanism within 

the cell. The relation between the three bases and the amino acid is con-

tained in the transfer RNA. The three bases match up with the .corres-

ponding three basee in the messenger RNA and thus put the amino acids in 

the right sequence as directed by the messenger. The amino acids, thus 

suitably activated a.nd placed, then "zip up" and the proper protein emerges 0 

by an. as yet unknown mechanism. 

There must exist a control apparatus within the cell that determines 

. whi~h parts of the DNA should be read at a given time. Every cell of a 

particular organism contains the same kind of DNA(genetic material) 

but every cell does not manufacture the same things -- the cells that 

make the brain make different things from the cells which go to make up 

other organs and tissues such as £ingerS 9 liver~ etc. This is the basic 
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problem of control of growth and differentiation. n~,w do the different 

cells know that they have different functions'! What tells the individual 

cells what parts of tre DNA to read'? Here must operate the control 

mechanism which determines how a cell behaves ~ven though its genetic 
. . 

·.constitution is predetermined by the base seq~1enc¢ of its inherited DNA. 

·How the genetic constitution of the cell is to pe exp;res sed; when and in 

order, is determined not merely by the DNA but by the environrnent. Here 

we come to a point at which social evolution, the control of evolution by man, 

can really take hold, certainly on a cellular level and probably on an organ-

ismic one as well. 

FROM CHEMICAL TO SOCIAL EVOLUTION 

We are now just beginning to learn the mechanisms which control the 

way in which a cell can. develop. It is. the variety in this development which 

can give rise to a brain. cell, an eye cell, etc., all from the same initial 

cell. Of more direct and immediate <;loncern is what happens if ~t~he cells 
' -

go wild; as they do U the cont~ol mechanism is faulty. and they become 

malignant. We are here in the region of theory based upon a combination 

of bacterial and virus genetics·, on the dne hand, and some enzyme chemistry 

on the other~ The control of the reading of the DNA iS exerCised through, 

or can be influenced byp. something from outside the cell. For example, a 

small molecule _outside the cell can determine whether a certain particular 

part of the DNA molecule inside the cell ca~ be transcribed into messenger 
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or not. This promises to givt:l us a handle on the control of development. 

If we can already do this with one type of material and organism, it is not 

an impr6'b'~:ble extrapolation to believe that, as chemists, we can make a 

'large variety of materials6 some of which could, for example, produce a 

new or abnormal type of organism. At birth the human has a certain num

ber of brain cell'st h.J10 10• which is normally all it will ever have. The 

brain cells make a great number of connections -- excitatory, inhibitory, 

etc., ·- which are the basis for behavior of this computer which is the 

human brain. If it be possible to control the growth of various develop-

ing cells in the brain (and there shouid be chemicals which can accelerate 

or decelerate the g~owth of certain specific .kinds of cells), it is quite 

Clear that- we might change their number or at least their distribution. 

If the computer is limited by the number of connections it can make, and 

if one could go from 10J0 to 1011 brain cells, there is a chance that the 

capacity of the brain could be increased. This is theoretical! y now within 

our range. 

We are approac.hing not only the means of selectively transforming the 
} 

gene but what is even closer, the means of deciding which ones to read and 

which ones to not read, and how long to read them·. What effect might this 
I 

have on social evolution? 

Social evolution, on a physiological level, up until now has been deter-

mined primarily by the same processes of random mutation and selection 

that gave rise to the human race in the first place. We now have coming 

into our hands the tools for the control of genetic information itself, and 
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closer still may be the ability to control the genetic expression of infor

mation which is in any existing cell. This would not entail any change in 

the information (mutati<;>n or recombination) but me rei y to control how it 

is used. 

On the bacterial level both things ha.ve already been done; transduction 

in microbes has been achieved. One can introduce genes into the chromosome 

of a bacterium (almost at will) which can be incorporated eventual! y into the 

bacterial chromosomes. This is what happens with lysogenic viruses; they 

get into the cell and remain there, and eventually some of them do get 

attached to the chromosome and become part of the bacterial chromosome. 

This.ia changing the bacterial chromosome by introducing new information. 

More easily done is the control of the expression of the existing bacterial 

gene by simple molecules, 40,41 by the environment itsel~. T.hese can pene-

. trate into and out of the cell a.'lmoat at will and can, in turn, exercise con-

trolling function on the ability of that cell to express its genes. 

Through this mechanism it may be possible for us to control virus 

disease, cancer, and perhaps even change the adaptability of men, thus 

leading to directed social evolution. The moment we start thinking about 

things of this nature. we cannot escape the enormous problems involved. 

Who is going to decide to change men, and how.many of them, and in 

what way? 42 • 43 This is a problem which we will face and we should 

be gin thinking about it now. 
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One:-o_fthe most far-reaching developments in social evolution will 

come ab'oU:t from this new knowledge of the manipulation of the basic 

polyxneric materials of which all living substance is composed. We are 

learning the chemical composition of the genes. and their constituents. 

the chromosomes~ and their structural arrangemt:int. We are learning how 

·to alter genetic material deliberately to produce types with predetermined 

characteristics, This is being done with microo:rga~1isms in the laboratory 

right now. But in the future 0 as our knowledge grows~ we should have 

the same power with plants and animals and man himself. 

Two aspects· of this situation should be considered from the human 

point of view. Many of the stu~Hes of genetic material are being carried 
. I 

out in the interest of controllin!g vH:us diseases and cancer. There is· 
I 
i 

little doubt that eventually success will be achieved. The same genetic 
. I 

. I 
I . 

knowledge will con tain the inf~rmation we need for controlling both the 
i 
i 

"quantity" and the "quality" of/the popUlation. We may have.the power to 
i 

I 
I 

intensify certain human traits~· delete iothers, and perhaps even develop 
: ! . I i . 

. . I. . I . ' . . 
new ones. 43 An important corollary of this is the approaching power to 

. I ' 

, . I . 
control men's minds by chemi~al meapsp bringing with it the major prob-

. ! . 42 43 
lem o! how and by whom this power should be exercised. ' 

. i 

The distance from Atom to Adam covers billions of years. By 
. . . I 
following natural laws of the behayior of matter, the process has been 

i . 
I 

orderly, even in its infinite complexit~; But during these years the laws 

I--·-------
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of nature have functioned in a laboratory in which each atom had its des

tiny, but within which no encompassing comprehension of the whole could 

sway the course of experiment. 

Today the world is quite aa awesome to contemplate as it must have 

been in its beginnings, for today man has a little knowledge I With each 

thread of new truth, the responsibility to weigh the consequence of its 

application becomes more critical. The rate of evolution can change 

tremendously with man's. new knowledge, ~nd the responsibility to 

control the rate and the directi~n of change must depend on wisdom. 

As it has to this day, time will record our success·- or our failure. 
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